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The LHCP 2016 conference was a success, thanks to all the speakers, poster presenters and to the conference participants.
Special thanks to the conference co-Chairs: Torsten Åkesson and Leif Lönnblad, as well as to the conference Scientific Secretary Roman Pasechnik for the excellent organization and hospitality in Lund.

Many thanks to the LHCP2016 Program Committee: to its chairmen Andreas Hoecker and Jim Olsen, as well as to the Program Committee members and Session Conveners for preparing a very interesting LHCP 2016 conference Scientific Program.
Our special thanks to the LHCP 2016 Conference Secretariat: Connie Potter and Dawn Hudson (CERN) for their help in setting up the conference, and Connie and Dawn together with Bozena Wlosinska (Lund), for running the conference secretariat.

For helping with the social media and photographs our thanks go to Clara Nellist and Kate Shaw

Many thanks to the local PhD-students and Master students, for helping with many practical things during the conference, including handling the microphones during the sessions.
Important contributions have been provided by the members of the Local Organizing Committee, here we especially want to mention:

**Caterina Doglioni** who organized the conference information system, including the WWW, poster and the bulletin

**Balazs Konya** who has been overseeing the conference infrastructure and organizing the work of the students

**Peter Christiansen** provided the overall planning of the social events and entertainment
We thank the “LU Conference”, for their help with the conference organization. Especially we want to mention:

Magnus Nygren, their meeting Coordinator
Anna Nillson, their technical coordinator
Richie Gray, the main technician during the sessions
Andreas Rowicki, who helped with different things, including the sound

We are very grateful to the Academic Society, allowing to use their building, where this conference has been held. Special thanks to Mia Hempel, their host, and to Tegnérs Matsalar, who organized the catering
We express our gratitude to the LHCP2016 sponsors:

CERN, Lund University, the Nobel Institute for Physics at the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, City of Lund, The Southern Region of Sweden, Springer/EPJ-C
We invite all of you to the next LHCP2017 in Shanghai, China, May 15-20, 2017

LHCP2017 Homepage:
http://lhcp2017.physics.sjtu.edu.cn/
• Note that the LHCP2016 proceedings will be published electronically in Proceedings of Science run by SISSA. Please submit your contributions before the deadline (September 4)

The next two slides provide some details about the proceedings:
PoS - Proceedings of Science

An online proceedings and lecture notes series published by SISSA

PoS was set up in 2005 to capitalise SISSA’s pioneering experience in electronic scholarly publishing (initially with JHEP, later followed by JCAP, JSTAT, JINST and JCOM).

PoS aims to offer a versatile, quick, low-cost and open access service run by the scientific community for the scientific community.
The proceedings for LHCP2016 will be published on PoS

- authors will be contacted by the organisers and given login data to their personal pages on PoS (where the style files are available) and they can upload the pdf files (format A4)

- Editors: Johan Bijnens, Andreas Hoecker and Jim Olsen

- Plenary: 20 pages
  Parallel: 10 pages
  Poster: 4 pages

- Deadline: 4 September 2016

- Questions: contact bijnens@thep.lu.se